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ABSTRACTABSTRACTABSTRACTABSTRACT    
In this paper, an alternative algorithm for simulating the finite-state automaton is developed. This 
algorithm simulates the finite-state automaton by repeated application of the next-state function. This is 
done in each case where the outputs strings ends in 011e, 100e, and 110e respectively for input strings 
of 0s and 1s with end marker e. The states so, s1, s2, and s3 are denoted by 0, 1, 2, and 3 respectively. . . . 
The use of the finite-state automaton allows the creator of the algorithm to focus on each step of the 
analysis of the input string independently of the other steps. For each algorithm, there is an alternative 
algorithm that simulates the finite-state automaton by repeated application of the next-state function. 
These are done by determining and entering the values of the next-state function directly as a two-
dimensional array. These results show that it is possible to simulate a finite-state automaton using a 
generic algorithm to determine the value of the next-state of a finite automaton.    
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1.1.1.1.    INTRODUCTION INTRODUCTION INTRODUCTION INTRODUCTION     
 
A finite-state automaton [1] [2] [3] [4] is a primitive but useful computational model for both hardware 
and software. They are used to model system behavior in both engineering and scientific applications 
[5]. It is found very useful in the field of computer science, mathematics, physics, computer 
engineering, electrical engineering, electronic engineering and linguistics. It is a mathematical model of 
computation used for designing both computer programs and sequential logic circuits.  It is a state 

machine where  is a finite set. With finite-state automaton, a system’s behavior can be modeled as a 
set of states and rules that govern transition between them. The machine provides a simple 
computational model in the computer science, physics, engineering and linguistics [6] [7]. It is similar 
to Turing machines [8] [9] [10] in that it has a controller with a movable read/write head except that in 
finite-state automata, the head moves in only one direction unlike in Turing machine, where the head 
can move in both directions, left or right [11] [12]. Just as in Turing machine, the sequence of symbols 
being read constitutes the input symbols; while the sequence of symbols being written constitute the 
output.  
 
A finite-state automaton consists of a set of states (e.g., so, s1, s2, …) together with an indication of which 
is the initial state and which are the accepting states, a list of all input symbols, and specification for 
next-state function that defines which state is produced by each input in each state [13] [14]. It is a state 
machine in which a simple model of computation can be constructed that represents the abstract state 
of a machine. The finite-state automata are much more restrictive in their computational capabilities 
and usage when compared to Turing machines since the head can only move in one direction. For 
example, simpler languages such as the sequence of well-balanced parenthesis strings cannot be 
recognized by finite-state automata.    
 
A number of works have been proposed for simulating finite-state automaton using Java[15], jFAST[ 
[16], and jFLAP [18] [19] [20] [21]; some of these software are actually working but are Java 
dependent. However, in this paper, we proposed a generic algorithm and its alternative that can be 
used by any programming language for simulating finite-state automata. This way, a programmer is not 
limited to a particular programming language to be able to develop or use a simulator to simulate 
finite-sate automata especially when the subject matter of the concept and the theory of computation 
are quiet challenging and difficult for students of the subject to comprehend easily. Thus our 
contribution to this paper is to ensure that students of automata and computational theory in general 
find the subject much easier to understand and comprehend as opposed to the present situation where 
students find the subject very dreadful. It is hoped that these alternative algorithms will be 
implemented by interested researchers using different programming languages to provide alternative 
ways of solving finite automata problems and computational theory in general. 
 
2. STATEMENT OF THE PROB2. STATEMENT OF THE PROB2. STATEMENT OF THE PROB2. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEMLEMLEMLEM    
 
The finite-state automata are much more restrictive in their computational capabilities and usage when 
compared to Turing machines and other computation models since the head can only move in one 
direction. The use of the finite-state automaton allows the creator of the algorithm to focus on each 
step of the analysis of the input string independently of the other steps. A number of works have been 
proposed for simulating finite-state automaton using Java, jFAST, and FLAP; some of these software 
are actually working but are Java dependent. However, in this paper, we proposed a generic algorithm 
that can be used by any programming language for simulating finite-state automata. This way, a 
programmer is not limited to a particular programming language to be able to develop or use a 
simulator to simulate finite-sate automata especially when the subject matter of the concept and the 
theory of computation are quiet challenging and difficult for students of the subject to comprehend 
easily.    This paper proposes a generic algorithm for simulating the finite-state automaton. For each set 
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of algorithm, an alternative algorithm that simulates the finite-state automaton by repeated application 
of the next-state function.        
3.3.3.3.    METHODOLOGYMETHODOLOGYMETHODOLOGYMETHODOLOGY    
 
An algorithm that simulates the finite-state automaton by repeated application of the next-state 
function is developed. The states s0, s1, s2, and s3 are denoted by 0, 1, 2, and 3 respectively. For each 
algorithm developed an equivalent alternative algorithm that uses software is also developed to ensure 
that the software can actually be used in place of the algorithm. 
 
3.1 Algorithm for Simulating Finite3.1 Algorithm for Simulating Finite3.1 Algorithm for Simulating Finite3.1 Algorithm for Simulating Finite----State Automaton with Output String that ends in 011eState Automaton with Output String that ends in 011eState Automaton with Output String that ends in 011eState Automaton with Output String that ends in 011e    
The first algorithm developed consist of input strings 0s and 1s with an end marker indicating that the 
strings have been exhausted and the resulting output consists of string that ends in 011e. The algorithm 
is shown in figure 1. The alternative algorithm to this is shown as algorithm 2 in figure 2. 
    
Algorithm 1: Algorithm 1: Algorithm 1: Algorithm 1: An algorithm that simulate the finite-state automaton by repeated application of the next-

state function. The states so, s1, s2, and s3 are denoted by 0, 1, 2, and 3 respectively 
Input: Input: Input: Input: string of 0s and 1s with an end marker e 
Output: Output: Output: Output: string that ends in 011e011e011e011e 
begin begin begin begin // the beginning of the body of the algorithm 
 
     state := 0 
     symbol := 1 // first symbol in the input string 
 

                while while while while (symbol  e) // the while loop begins here 
 if if if if state = 0 then then then then     

                        if if if if symbol = 0 then then then then state := 1 
       else else else else state := 0 
 elseelseelseelse    if if if if state = 1 then then then then     
                                                ifififif symbol = 0    then then then then state := 1    
            else else else else state := 2 
            else if else if else if else if state = 2 then then then then     
                                                        if if if if symbol = 0 then then then then state := 1 
   else else else else state := 3 
              else if else if else if else if state = 3 then then then then     
                                                        ifififif symbol = 0    tttthen hen hen hen state := 1    
   else else else else state := 0 

      symbol := next symbol in the input string 
                        end while end while end while end while // end the while loop 
end end end end // end the begin block 

    
Fig. 1: An algorithm that simulates a finiteFig. 1: An algorithm that simulates a finiteFig. 1: An algorithm that simulates a finiteFig. 1: An algorithm that simulates a finite----state automaton with strings that ends in 011estate automaton with strings that ends in 011estate automaton with strings that ends in 011estate automaton with strings that ends in 011e    

 
 
As seen in algorithm 1, if the symbols in the strings are not exhausted and at state s0, reading input 
symbols 0, the transition moves to the next-state, s1, otherwise it stay put at state s0. If in state s1, and 
input symbol is 0, then it stays put in s1 otherwise it transit to state s2. At state s2, if the input symbol is 0, 
it transit back to state s1, otherwise it transit to state s3. At state s3, the string is accepted. Finally, at s3, if 
the input symbol is 0, it transit back to state s1, otherwise, it transit back to state s0. 
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3.1.1 Alternative Algorithms for Simulating Finite3.1.1 Alternative Algorithms for Simulating Finite3.1.1 Alternative Algorithms for Simulating Finite3.1.1 Alternative Algorithms for Simulating Finite----State Automaton with Output String that ends in State Automaton with Output String that ends in State Automaton with Output String that ends in State Automaton with Output String that ends in 
011e011e011e011e    
Alternatively, it is possible to simulate a finite-state automaton using a program by entering the values 
of the next-state function directly in a two-dimensional array. We then develop an alternative algorithm 
for this simulation method using the finite-state automata in figure for algorithm 2. These algorithms 
are described as algorithms 2. 
        
Algorithm 2: Algorithm 2: Algorithm 2: Algorithm 2: An alternative algorithm that simulate the finite-state automaton by repeated application 

of the next-state function. The states so, s1, s2, and s3 are denoted by 0, 1, 2, and 3 
respectively 

Input: Input: Input: Input: string of 0s and 1s with an end marker e 
Output: Output: Output: Output: string that ends in 011e011e011e011e 

Let N(x, y) be a function where x and y are the state and input symbol respectively. Thus for 
the finite-state automata in figure 3  

  N(0, 0) := 1; 
  N(0, 1) := 0; 
  N(1, 0) := 1; 
  N(1, 1) := 2; 
  N(2, 0) := 1; 
  N(2, 1) := 3; 

N(3, 0) := 1; 
N(3, 1) := 0. 

  
Begin Begin Begin Begin     
 state  := 0 
 input symbol := first symbol in the string 
 while while while while (input symbol e) // begin of while loop 

state := N(state, input symbol) 
  input symbol := next symbol in the input string  
 end while end while end while end while // end of while loop 
end. // end. // end. // end. // end the begin block 

    
Fig. 2: An alternative algorithm that simulates a finiteFig. 2: An alternative algorithm that simulates a finiteFig. 2: An alternative algorithm that simulates a finiteFig. 2: An alternative algorithm that simulates a finite----state automaton with strings that ends in 011estate automaton with strings that ends in 011estate automaton with strings that ends in 011estate automaton with strings that ends in 011e    

 
 
Using the same technique, the automaton in figure 3 recognizes strings that end in 011.  
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    

    
Fig. 3: Automaton that recognizes 011 as input stFig. 3: Automaton that recognizes 011 as input stFig. 3: Automaton that recognizes 011 as input stFig. 3: Automaton that recognizes 011 as input stringringringring    

    
 
 

1 0 

S0 S1 
0 

0 

1 

1 

State  S2 

0 

1 S3 
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Based on figure 3, the annotated next-state table for input string 011 is shown in Table 1. 
    
Table 1: NextTable 1: NextTable 1: NextTable 1: Next----state table for input string 011state table for input string 011state table for input string 011state table for input string 011    

StateStateStateState    0000    1111    
ssss0000    s1 s0 
ssss1111    s1 s2 
ssss2222    s1 s3 

ssss3333    s1 s0 

    
3.2 Algorithm for Simulating Finite3.2 Algorithm for Simulating Finite3.2 Algorithm for Simulating Finite3.2 Algorithm for Simulating Finite----State Automaton withState Automaton withState Automaton withState Automaton with    Output String that ends in 100eOutput String that ends in 100eOutput String that ends in 100eOutput String that ends in 100e    
Using the same procedure,, it is possible to have a similar algorithm if we initialize the starting state to 
0 but this time around, we set the first input symbol to 1. The algorithm is shown as algorithm 3    for 
the input string that ends in 110 using the finite-state automaton in figure 4.    
    
Algorithm 3: Algorithm 3: Algorithm 3: Algorithm 3: An alternative algorithm that simulate the finite-state automaton by repeated application 

of the next-state function. The states so, s1, s2, and s3 are denoted by 0, 1, 2, and 3 
respectively 

Input: Input: Input: Input: string of 0s and 1s with an end marker e 
Output: Output: Output: Output: string that ends in 100e100e100e100e 
begin begin begin begin // the beginning of the body of the algorithm 
    

state := 0 
symbol := 1 // first symbol in the input string 
 

while while while while (symbol  e) // the while loop begins here 
  

if if if if state = 0   then if then if then if then if symbol = 0 
     then then then then state := 0 
     else else else else state := 1 
 
 else if else if else if else if state = 1  then ifthen ifthen ifthen if symbol = 0        
                    then then then then state := 2 
     else else else else state := 1 
 
 else if else if else if else if state = 2 then if then if then if then if symbol = 0 
     then then then then state := 3 
     else else else else state := 1 
 
    else if else if else if else if state = 3  then ifthen ifthen ifthen if symbol = 0        
                    then then then then state := 1 
     else else else else state := 0 
 
 symbol := next symbol in the input string 
 
 end while end while end while end while // end the while loop 
    
end. end. end. end. // end the begin block 

    
Fig. 4: An algorithm that simulates a finiteFig. 4: An algorithm that simulates a finiteFig. 4: An algorithm that simulates a finiteFig. 4: An algorithm that simulates a finite----state automaton wistate automaton wistate automaton wistate automaton with strings that ends in 100eth strings that ends in 100eth strings that ends in 100eth strings that ends in 100e    
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3.2.13.2.13.2.13.2.1 An Alternate Algorithm for Simulating FiniteAn Alternate Algorithm for Simulating FiniteAn Alternate Algorithm for Simulating FiniteAn Alternate Algorithm for Simulating Finite----State Automaton with Output String that ends in State Automaton with Output String that ends in State Automaton with Output String that ends in State Automaton with Output String that ends in 
100e100e100e100e    

An Alternate Algorithm for simulating finite-state automaton with output string that ends in 100e is 
shown in figure 5.  
 
Algorithm 4: Algorithm 4: Algorithm 4: Algorithm 4: An alternative algorithm that simulate the finite-state automaton by repeated application 

of the next-state function. The states so, s1, s2, and s3 are denoted by 0, 1, 2, and 3 
respectively. 

Input: Input: Input: Input: string of 0s and 1s with an end marker e 
OuOuOuOutput: tput: tput: tput: string that ends in 100e100e100e100e 

Let N(x, y) be a function where x and y are the state and input symbol respectively. Thus for 
the finite-state automata in figure …,  

  N(0, 0) := 0; 
  N(0, 1) := 1; 
  N(1, 0) := 2; 
  N(1, 1) := 1; 
  N(2, 0) := 3; 
  N(2, 1) := 1; 

N(3, 0) := 1; 
N(3, 1) := 0.  

begin begin begin begin     
 state  := 0 
 input symbol := first symbol in the string 

 while while while while (input symbol e) // begin of while loop 
state := N(state, input symbol) 
  input symbol := next symbol in the input string  
 end while end while end while end while // end of while loop 
end. // end. // end. // end. // end the begin block 
    

Fig. 5: An algorithm that simulates a finiteFig. 5: An algorithm that simulates a finiteFig. 5: An algorithm that simulates a finiteFig. 5: An algorithm that simulates a finite----state automaton with strings that ends in 100estate automaton with strings that ends in 100estate automaton with strings that ends in 100estate automaton with strings that ends in 100e    
    
    
In figure 6, the finite automaton shown is a next-state automaton    that recognizes the string that ends in    
100....    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    

    
Fig.6: FiniteFig.6: FiniteFig.6: FiniteFig.6: Finite----State automaton that end in 100State automaton that end in 100State automaton that end in 100State automaton that end in 100    

 
 
The automaton in figure 6 recognizes strings that end in 100. Starting with input symbol 1, the next-
state is determined. Table 3 the annotated output table for next-state string that recognizes input string 
100.  
    

0 1 

S0 S1 
1 

1 

0 

1 

State  S2 

0 

0 S3 
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Table 3: NextTable 3: NextTable 3: NextTable 3: Next----state table for input string 100 state table for input string 100 state table for input string 100 state table for input string 100     
StateStateStateState    0000    1111    

ssss0000    s0 s1 
ssss1111    s2 s1 
ssss2222    s3 s1 

ssss3333    s1 s0 

    
    
3.3 Algorithm for Simulating Finite3.3 Algorithm for Simulating Finite3.3 Algorithm for Simulating Finite3.3 Algorithm for Simulating Finite----State Automaton with Output String that ends in 110eState Automaton with Output String that ends in 110eState Automaton with Output String that ends in 110eState Automaton with Output String that ends in 110e    
In the same way, a similar algorithm is used to simulate a finite-state automaton by initializing the 
starting state to 0 but this time around, a different input string is used. The algorithm is shown as 
algorithm 5    for the input string that ends in 110 using the finite-state automaton in figure 6.    
    
AlgorithAlgorithAlgorithAlgorithm 5: m 5: m 5: m 5: An algorithm that simulate the finite-state automaton by repeated application of the next-

state function. The states so, s1, s2, and s3 are denoted by 0, 1, 2, and 3 respectively 
Input: Input: Input: Input: string of 0s and 1s with an end marker e 
Output: Output: Output: Output: string that ends in 110e110e110e110e 
begin begin begin begin // the beginning of the body of the algorithm 
    

state := 0 
symbol := 1 // first symbol in the input string 
 

while while while while (symbol  e) // the while loop begins here 
  

if if if if state = 0   then if then if then if then if symbol := 0 
     then then then then state := 0 
     else else else else state := 1 
 
 else if else if else if else if state = 1  then ifthen ifthen ifthen if symbol = 0        
                    then then then then state := 1 
     else else else else state := 2 
 
 else if else if else if else if state = 2 then if then if then if then if symbol = 0 
     then then then then state := 3 
     else else else else state := 1 
 
    else if else if else if else if state = 3  then ifthen ifthen ifthen if symbol = 0        
                    then then then then state := 1 
     else else else else state := 0 
 
 symbol := next symbol in the input string 
 
 end while end while end while end while // end the while loop 
    
end. end. end. end. // end the begin block 

    
Fig. 7: An algorithm that simulates a finiteFig. 7: An algorithm that simulates a finiteFig. 7: An algorithm that simulates a finiteFig. 7: An algorithm that simulates a finite----state automaton with strings that ends in 110estate automaton with strings that ends in 110estate automaton with strings that ends in 110estate automaton with strings that ends in 110e    
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3.3.13.3.13.3.13.3.1 An Alternate Algorithm for Simulating FiniteAn Alternate Algorithm for Simulating FiniteAn Alternate Algorithm for Simulating FiniteAn Alternate Algorithm for Simulating Finite----StaStaStaState Automaton with Output String that ends in te Automaton with Output String that ends in te Automaton with Output String that ends in te Automaton with Output String that ends in 

110e110e110e110e 
An Alternate Algorithm for simulating finite-state automaton with output string that ends in 110e is 
shown in figure 7.  
    
    
Algorithm 6: Algorithm 6: Algorithm 6: Algorithm 6: An alternative algorithm that simulate the finite-state automaton by repeated application 

of the next-state function. The states so, s1, s2, and s3 are denoted by 0, 1, 2, and 3 
respectively 

Input: Input: Input: Input: string of 0s and 1s with an end marker e 
Output: Output: Output: Output: string that ends in 110e110e110e110e 

Let N(x, y) be a function where x and y are the state and input symbol respectively. Thus for 
the finite-state automata in figure …,  

  N(0, 0) := 0; 
  N(0, 1) := 1; 
  N(1, 0) := 1; 
  N(1, 1) := 2; 
  N(2, 0) := 3; 
  N(2, 1) := 1; 

N(3, 0) := 1; 
N(3, 1) := 0. 

  
begin begin begin begin     
 state  := 0 
 input symbol := first symbol in the string 
 while while while while (input symbol e) // begin of while loop 

state := N(state, input symbol) 
  input symbol := next symbol in the input string  
 end while end while end while end while // end of while loop 
end. // end. // end. // end. // end the begin block 

    
Fig. 8: An alternative algorithm that Fig. 8: An alternative algorithm that Fig. 8: An alternative algorithm that Fig. 8: An alternative algorithm that simulates a finitesimulates a finitesimulates a finitesimulates a finite----state automaton with strings that ends in   110estate automaton with strings that ends in   110estate automaton with strings that ends in   110estate automaton with strings that ends in   110e    

    
    
Figure 9 is a next-state automaton    that recognizes the string that ends in    110....    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    

Fig. 9: Fig. 9: Fig. 9: Fig. 9: Finite-State automaton that end in 110 
 
 

Figure 9 is the annotated nextFigure 9 is the annotated nextFigure 9 is the annotated nextFigure 9 is the annotated next----state table 3 fostate table 3 fostate table 3 fostate table 3 for input string 110.r input string 110.r input string 110.r input string 110.    
    
    

1 

1 

S3 
0 

S2 State  1 
S1 S0 

0 0 
1 

0 
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Table 3: NextTable 3: NextTable 3: NextTable 3: Next----state table for input string 110state table for input string 110state table for input string 110state table for input string 110    

    
4.4.4.4.    RESULTS AND DISCUSSION RESULTS AND DISCUSSION RESULTS AND DISCUSSION RESULTS AND DISCUSSION     
 
Using the automata in figures 3, 6, and 9, results are generated for next-state input strings 011, 100, 
and 110 in tables 4, 5, and 6 respectively. Table 4 shows the output of the next state input string 011 
for the alternative algorithm.  
 
Table 4: NextTable 4: NextTable 4: NextTable 4: Next----state table for 011 using the alternate algorithmstate table for 011 using the alternate algorithmstate table for 011 using the alternate algorithmstate table for 011 using the alternate algorithm    

StateStateStateState    0000    1111    
ssss0000    0 1 
ssss1111    2 1 
ssss2222    3 1 

ssss3333    0 1 

 
The first algorithm developed consist of input strings 0s and 1s with an end marker indication that the 
strings have been exhausted and the resulting output consists of string that that ends in 100e. The 
algorithm is shown in figure 4. The alternative algorithm, algorithm 3 is shown in figure 5. The 
automaton for this algorithm is shown in figure 6. Next-state table for 100 using the alternate algorithm 
using the alternate algorithm 
 
 
Table 5: NextTable 5: NextTable 5: NextTable 5: Next----state table for 100 using the alternate algorithm using the alternate algstate table for 100 using the alternate algorithm using the alternate algstate table for 100 using the alternate algorithm using the alternate algstate table for 100 using the alternate algorithm using the alternate algorithmorithmorithmorithm    

StateStateStateState    0000    1111    
ssss0000    0 1 
ssss1111    2 1 
ssss2222    3 1 
ssss3333    1 0 

    
The results of algorithm 5 in figure 7 and the alternative algorithm 6 in figure 8 are actually the same. 
This shows that an algorithm that simulates a finite-state automaton with strings that ends in 011e can 
also used an alternative algorithm to simulate the same automaton using the same string value. Table 6 
shows the next-state result for input string 110 

 
Table 6: NextTable 6: NextTable 6: NextTable 6: Next----state table for input string 110 using  the alternate  algorithm using the alternatestate table for input string 110 using  the alternate  algorithm using the alternatestate table for input string 110 using  the alternate  algorithm using the alternatestate table for input string 110 using  the alternate  algorithm using the alternate    
algorithmalgorithmalgorithmalgorithm    

StateStateStateState    0000    1111    
ssss0000    0 1 
ssss1111    1 2 
ssss2222    3 1 
ssss3333    1 0 

    
    
    
    

StateStateStateState    0000    1111    
ssss0000    s0 s1 
ssss1111    s1 s2 
ssss2222    s3 s1 

ssss3333    s1 s0 
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5.5.5.5.    CONCLUSIONCONCLUSIONCONCLUSIONCONCLUSION    
 
An alternative algorithm for simulating the finite-state automaton is proposed in this paper. An 
algorithm that simulates the finite-state automaton by repeated application of the next-state function is 
developed. The states s0, s1, s2, and s3 are denoted by 0, 1, 2, and 3 respectively. For each algorithm 
developed an equivalent alternative algorithm that uses software is also developed to ensure that the 
software can actually be used in place of the algorithm. The use of the finite-state automaton allows the 
creator of the algorithm to focus on each step of the analysis of the input string independently of the 
other steps. For each algorithm, an alternative algorithm that simulates the finite-state automaton by 
repeated application of the next-state function. These are done by determining and entering the values 
of the next-state function directly as a two-dimensional array. This algorithm simulates the finite-state 
automaton by repeated application of the next-state function. This is done in each case where the 
outputs strings ends in 011e, 100e, and 110e respectively for input strings of 0s and 1s with end 
marker e. These results show that it is possible to simulate a finite-state automaton using algorithms 
determine the value of the next-state of a finite automaton    
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